








































































































































































































































































Photo from Dialog Table, Walker Art Center http://dialogtable.com/ 














































































Large widgets, large text
•
 
Minimal, simpl  interaction
•
 








Use of remote control
TV Interaction 
Characteristics:
Photo from Tutorial, K. Chorianopoulos, EuroITV 2008
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Always ON (day/night readability)
–
 









No ‘main menu’: useful information 
upfront, requiring no interaction
–
 
Rich data presented simple
–
 
Real-time data in context (to history data, 
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Conclusion
In designing novel applications that incorporate novel 
 technologies:
Be aware of exciting new technologies
Plenty solutions but no problem?
Build working prototypes first, THEN worry about fitting 
 them to real world
Lack of domain knowledge shouldn’t be the bottleneck in exploring 
 new possibilities
Design expertise spanning multiple platform
